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Abstract— Since many years there is so many research work 

done on helical spring due to its vast range of working and 

reliability in various sector, like machines, automobiles etc. 

All researcher have modified design, changed materials for 

various purpose. But the conventional spring still in use. 

Now, with change in time and technology better to find 

alternative option for it.  Wave spring which is different 

from conventional design, was first conceptualized by the 

SMALLEY Industries, U.S.A. in 1990’s for purpose of to 

keep machine component connected by spring pressure. 

They use the Hooke’s law while designing of it. Wave 

spring occupies 50% less space than conventional spring, 

also it have long lasting effectiveness and good durability. 

For the two wheeler rear suspension system wave spring is 

designed with the same dimensions of helical spring. The 

spring is designed and analyzed both theoretically and 

numerically. Load is considered as the bike weight and two 

person weight. Structural steel and copper alloy are taken as 

the spring material. In theoretical analysis the analytical 

equations are used where as in numerical analysis the 

structural and fatigue analysis is performed. This present 

study focuses on the selection of the best spring with the 

best material for the two wheeler rear suspension system. 

Soild works is used for the designing of the spring and 

analysis is performed by the ANSYS. 
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I. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A SHOCK ABSORBER 

In this research paper the significance of shock absorber in 

two wheeler is described. Generally the shock absorber is 

used to reduce the effect of up and down movement due to 

road surface. That’s why bouncing process is being 

continued and creates the problem in the management of 

vehicle. The model of shock absorber can also be changed 

by the varying the thickness of the spring. Design is done by 

using Pro/Engineering and analysis done by ANSYS. By 

applying the two different materials like spring steel and 

beryllium copper, analysis is performed. It results that for 

spring steel we found the low stress value and as changing 

diameter of the spring, the less quantity of material will use. 

Improved design is done by decreasing 2mm diameter of 

spring than actual diameter. By comparing analysis of both 

spring and for both material, we found that SS is best 

material and the modified design is safe. 

 
Fig. 1: Modified design of helical spring 

A. Failure Analysis of a Helical Compression Spring for a 

Heavy Vehicle’s Suspension System. 

The conventional helical spring which is used in the 

automobile system has one big problem of fatigue failure. 

We can found that spring ususally fractured at the 

conversion position. From the bearing coil to the first active 

coil. In a heavy vehicle suspension spring analysis, there are 

observations/operations used which are visual observations, 

scanning electron microscopy, stress analysis, chemical and 

microstructure analysis. After all the mentioned inspections, 

it revealed that stress singularities due to non- hertzian 

contact between bearing coil and first active coil invites the 

fatigue crack initiation. Observation resulted that we shave 

to adopt the non-closed ends design to avoid wear and 

corrosion of spring.  Local hard facing to protect from wear 

applied on the end coils if necessary. 
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(b) 

Fig. 2: (a) Fracture figure of failed spring (b) After 

ultrasonic cleaning 

B. Design, Modeling and Structural Analysis of Wave 

Springs 

The wave spring is designed and analyzed in this paper, the 

present work is deals with the structural analysis for 

modeling the structural behavior of wave springs. Also the 

selection of the best material for wave spring is identified. 

Modeling of the spring is done by the Pro/E Software and 

analysis done in ANSYS. Structural spring and the 

beryllium copper are taken as the spring materials. In 

ANSYS structural analysis is done with taking different load 

condition, and then deflection and equivalent stress is 

measured for both material and for both spring. A result 

shows that the wave spring undergoes in less deformation 

than coil spring, also more stress is resulted in the wave 

spring. When the deformation reduced the spring back effect 

is less we can eliminate the dashpot and spring alone be 

used in suspension system.  

 
Fig. 3: Deflection and stress of coil spring 

 
Fig. 4: Deflection and stress of wave spring 

C. Composite Wave Springs: Theory and Design 

Multi turn wave spring have the potential to replace the 

conventional helical spring. In present research, mechanical 

behavior of the fiber-reinforced composite single turn wave 

spring is examined by applying experimental, analytical and 

numerical approaches. Quasi – static and fatigue 

experiments are performed on the composite wave spring 

demonstrating excellent repeatability and a robust fatigue 

behavior. In analytical method, using the theory of circular 

beams the relationship between load and deflection of wave 

spring is obtained where as in numerical method, wave 

spring is modeled with p-element finite element analysis 

approach and in experimental method, fabrication and 

mechanical testing of carbon-fiber wave spring is done. And 

as in result there is high fatigue life gained and it’s retain 

approximately 50% of their initial stiffness after more than   

10 million load cycles. After the 5 million cycles, a sharp 

increase in the progressive failure behavior is observed and 

flat load with cycles slop is seen up to 5 million cyclic loads 

where slope is a function of compression load. 

 
Fig. 5: Wave spring model used for numerical modelling 

 
Fig. 6: Fatigue behavior of composite disk springs 

D. Design and Analysis of Wave Spring for Automobile 

Shock Absorber 

This analysis is done with intension to replace the coil 

spring with the wave spring. Springs exerts an opposing 

force whenever it get compressed or stretched from rest 

position. Springs are usually made up of spring steel. In this 

project DIN 17221, ASTM A228, AISI 9255 spring steel is 

used. All the three material is of various spring steel grade. 

With excellent properties and then design is done by using 

Catia v5r 2.0 and analysis is on ANSYS. As in result, we 

comes to know that wave spring have much stiffness when 

compared to spiral spring. Also 30% less deflection and 

stress is measured. 20% material savings can see in the wave 

spring, and ultimately the spring life improves. 
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E. Design and Analysis of Wave Spring and Compared 

with Coiled Spring for Same Parameter  

A spring is designed as to handle shock impulses and it 

dissipates the kinetic energy. At the time of high vibration it 

is hard to handle the system. Shock absorber works in two 

cycles which are compression and extension cycle. Here, the 

modelling of wave spring is done with the same parameter 

of the coil spring. In ANSYS the structural analysis is 

performed to obtain the equivalent stress and deflection, 

further by reducing free length of spring and total number of 

turn the wave spring analysis is performed. Buckling 

analysis and fatigue analysis is also performed. The wave 

spring has less deformation compared to the coil spring, 

when number of turns increases. 

 
Fig. 7:  load versus deformation curve for coil and wave 

spring 

 
Fig. 8: Variations of strain energy with load increment for 

coil and wave spring 

 
Table 4: Deformation and stress of coil and wave spring 

F. A Comparative Study of Wave and Coil Spring Using 

FEM Approach 

Helical spring provides the cushioning effect, by applying 

the parameter to coil and wave spring the analysis is done. 

The materials are structural steel (SS), Beryllium Copper, 

Brass. In advancement the Taguchi method is used to 

determine the low cost to the manufacturer. And to produce 

the high quality product. After experiments it concludes that 

wave spring has less deformation than coil spring for 

material the SS has less deformation. As number of turns 

increases deformation increases for both the spring for all 

the materials. 

 
Table 2: Shear stress comparison for coil and wave spring 

 
Table 3: Deformation comparison for coil and wave spring 

Table 4: Equivalent stress comparison for coil and wave 

spring 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

After reviewing the above mentioned papers it is concluded 

that, 

 Wave spring can operate in 50% less space than coil 

spring with same load bearing capacity. 

 Weight reduction in the spring assembly. 

 Stress and deflection produced in wave spring are 

comparatively less than coil spring. 

 Life of the wave spring is higher. 

 Perfectly designed wave spring can eliminate the 

dashpot system and spring alone can work in the 

suspension system. 
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